"Why do we care" has an even simpler excuse, with a simple catchphrase:

"greek is an approximation of k and is simpler hence. Quadraticity means that greek is as simple as it can reasonably be."

Your "Why do we care" was to rely on even more complicated words.

Anyway, too much time spent on that?

Why are there two acknowledgements in your thesis?

You could have made better use of pictures in the definition of $\Pi V B_1$.

You failed to switch to "20 minutes style" yet you were saved by the kindness of the chair who gave you 27 minutes, and by Karene who asked you to continue. You cannot expect this at the S6S exam. You ended up speaking 35 mins.

Question. Do v-brands relate to u-brands? Does
The quadraticity of one relate to the quadraticity of the other?

Is there really an exact sequence

\[ \rightarrow PB_n \rightarrow PVB_n \rightarrow PPB_n \rightarrow \]